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TS806-03
Smoke & cordless heat detector test set 6.0m

General
The TS806-03 is an economical kit with testing
tools in a convenient kit format. 
The kit contains: 
- a fibre-glass telescopic pole of 4.5 m
- universal detector removal tool
- aerosol smoke dispenser
- cordless heat detector heat unit
- 2 x battery batons
- fast charger
- protective carrying / storage bag

Installer friendly
The TS806-03 test and service equipment allows
the user to rapidly and easily test practically all
smoke detectors. Lightweight and rugged
materials ensure long life and allow servicing up
to heights of 6 m, using extension elements. The
tools have an integrated design providing a
complete solution with the minimum number of
components.

Smoke testing
Included in teh TS806-03 is a touch sensitive
aerosol dispenser which is on a swing frame. The
robust, injection-moulded design allows it to
withstand the rigours of everyday use. It allows
the test gas canister (SC008 or SC008CO)to be
pre-pressed so that only a small upward pressure
is needed to release the gas. The transparent cup
allows the user to see the illuminated LED of the
activated detector. The dispenser and patented
diaphragm conserves the aerosol, and detector
testing is efficient and fast using a minimum
amount of test gas.

The test aerosol is the result of an extensive two
year research programme providing the most
efficient and safest way to test both ion and photo
smoke detectors. With a minimum impact to
health, safety and the environment, the non-toxic,
non-flammable particles allow fast response and
clearing times and leaves smallest amount of
residue. No damage to the detector plastic and
components is also ensured.

Standard Features

Complete smoke and heat detector test kitE



TS806-03
Smoke & cordless heat detector test set 6.0m

Specifications

Max. reach height 6 m

Ordering Information
Part No. Description

Smoke & cordless heat detector test set 6.0mTS806-03
Aerosol test Spray for Smoke detectorsSC008
Replacement battery baton for use with fire test kitsTH012BB
Universal smoke and heat detector testerTM010
Replacement smoke capsule for use with TM010, TS816 & TS826TM008SM

As a company of innovation, UTC Fire & Security reserves the right to change product specifications without notice. For the latest
product specifications, visit  UTC Fire & Security online or contact your  sales representative.
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